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143.1-2
Enhancements 

Upgrade custom visualization sections to GraphQL v4
 
Issue Resolutions

Fix export performance degradation
Section fails to load when an ancestor needed by a role column doesn't exist
Add Existing shows Dashboard from different App
Choose Existing dialogs don't show breadcrumb trail
Trailing space in user's name prevents App page from loading
Any page takes too long to load after refresh when user is not an App Admin and enterprise has a lot of templates

 

For Shibumi Customer and Partner Use Only.
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144.0
Enhancements 

Ability to check for empty ancestor in expressions
Ability to check for empty parent or grandparent in runtime expressions
Remove default inclusion of Active/All filter for Lists/Views
Improve performance of Enterprise Admin user replacement and apply 
to all roles

 
Issue Resolutions

Certain metric view sections won't load when the view context doesn't 
exist
Pending users receive join email when they are removed from items
Cannot add field to Add / Create dialog if field does not exist on Form 
section
Error when trying to duplicate list sections in template
Remove from Dashboard List shouldn't delete Dashboard
Invalid picklist selection on template will block template import
Blank decimal point setting does not get carried over with template file 
export
Work item with calculated self-association reference cannot be deleted

 
Issue Resolutions (continued)

Can't enter expression on instance metric after clearing template 
expression
Using Sort on Add Presentation dialog doesn't show some 
presentations
Copying presentations to a new work item does not show the 
presentation in the Add existing dialog
Participant view does not sort by participant
Metric aggregation setting reset to sum upon template import
Column aggregation labeling always shows Sum
User receives failed export notification if exported section is empty 
Number of work items affected by publish is incorrect
Can't delete presentation after exporting a section
Work item overdue status not updated properly in specific cases
Items 'On Hold' move to 'In Progress' on their start date
Work items move to top level when updating settings
Presentation Mode uses wrong filters & sort for Dashboards on slides

For Shibumi Customer and Partner Use Only.



Enhanced isEmpty() Function
Summary

Previously, we introduced an isEmpty() function that allows you to check 
whether any attribute, metric, or association is empty.  
This function was limited to the current work item instance. I.e., ancestor 
values could not be referenced. App Admins wanted the ability to also check 
whether ancestor attributes held values to, e.g., filter an association pick list.
Now, ancestor attributes can be referenced within the isEmpty() function.

 
Syntax

isEmpty(Account__t) checks whether the current work item has an instance 
of the Account template as an ancestor
isEmpty(parent) checks whether the current work item has a parent
isEmpty(parentOfParent) checks whether the current work item has a parent 
of parent
isEmpty(Workstream__t.First_Milestone_Date__c) checks whether the 
Workstream ancestor has a value in the First Milestone Date attribute

 
Notes

Parent and parent of parent references can only be used within run-time 
expressions (business rules, editability & visibility expressions, dynamic 
filters, etc.) and cannot be used with metric nor attribute calculations.

Additional Notes

The Shibumi Expression Language documentation can be found 
here: https://shibumi.com/support/article-categories/expressions/

For Shibumi Customer and Partner Use Only.



143.1-2 Resolved Issues

Issues

Release # Issue

143.2 7562 Section fails to load when an ancestor needed by a role column doesn't exist

7561 Fix export performance degradation

7557 Trailing space in user's name prevents App page from loading

7556 Any page takes long to load after refresh when user is not an App Admin and enterprise has a lot of templates

7555 Add Existing shows Dashboard from different App

7554 Choose Existing dialogs don't show breadcrumb trail

For Shibumi Customer and Partner Use Only.

https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=8c6c2610-859c-4128-b915-f9e7599fa567
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=e69297f8-8e8a-4a4d-bc95-4ad92ac17238
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=cebbc0cf-bb99-44a8-93f6-025340c9e5c0
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=1205935b-283a-4560-879d-b46358fadc54
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=7678f25f-ae2e-4b2c-8a8f-cf3bd2269d0a
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=7c752e0b-a138-44fa-85a2-e59b47d37590


Resolved Issues

Issues

Release # Issue

144.0 7383 Column aggregation labeling always shows Sum

7454 Can't enter expression on instance metric after clearing template expression

7449 Using Sort on Add Presentation dialog doesn't show some presentations

7448 Copying presentations to a new work item does not show the presentation in the Add existing dialog

7402 Participant view does not sort by participant

7303 Number of work items affected by publish is incorrect

7231 Can't delete presentation after exporting a section

7120 Work item overdue status not updated properly in specific cases

6864 Items "On Hold" move to "In Progress" on their start date

4933 Workitems move unexpectedly to top level when updating workitem settings

4876 Presentation Mode uses wrong filters & sort for Dashboards on slides

For Shibumi Customer and Partner Use Only.

https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=f3fad734-03ef-499c-b376-6cc7f56930eb
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=7fbf4fee-3238-4baf-ac92-b0f551605695
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=609ff7ee-4b1f-4427-80dd-99d6b155b0ea
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=9fb0ed54-21f1-4d88-81d2-9e9d2053e9c7
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=bb36e932-c441-4ab0-a083-c2aa311dffec
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=db944185-c5f8-44ff-ab59-b46f9f3ffae5
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=07005e04-5e78-4a97-8098-cdd477bf9382
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=0927530f-a40d-476f-9a97-34c243f8a212
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=fc912d6f-3b5d-498d-b51d-f28d1a005871
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=ea352863-b707-47c3-8320-10f8dda966b0
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=592b65a6-e85f-4c2f-85bf-4de48bcb1079


144.0 Resolved Issues (Continued)

Issues

Release # Issue

144.0 7577 Certain metric view sections won't load when the view context doesn't exist

7576 Pending users receive join email when they are removed from items

7566 Cannot add field to Add / Create dialog if field does not exist on Form section

7558 Error when trying to duplicate list sections in template

7549 Remove from Dashboard List shouldn't delete Dashboard

7526 Invalid picklist selection on template will block template import

7519 Blank decimal point setting does not get carried over with template file export

7465 Work item with calculated self association reference cannot be deleted

7385 Metric aggregation setting reset to sum upon template import

7316 User receives failed export notification if exported section is empty

6357 Shibumi Data Tab disappears when you create a tab called Data

For Shibumi Customer and Partner Use Only.

https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=8cfad1ef-9895-49d0-8964-e9d1cfc36681
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=6f24fa41-342b-4060-b492-34a5e81f5e7f
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=4780f89a-ed67-4027-a18b-eab872dba4b7
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=35e08b70-c027-4789-af13-42ecb684f08a
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=336346b2-085c-43ad-979d-0747ff8ba60e
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=6b4147af-cd03-4484-a308-949a291c42ca
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=1a78d008-4173-47fa-a1f2-3eee64d93976
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=2ce30f75-4f0e-462e-ae35-ef5248257f1c
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=0ab16445-0f35-45da-8747-d873530bd35e
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=93d5744e-bce1-4a3e-839b-dbc2714fe6b8
https://app.shibumi.com/shibumi/7f60d188-303c-43d7-b2dd-13330ef5dc07/workItem-summary?id=a6f7f5a0-a9fa-40f1-a767-19ea2efa79ff

